Continuum actively monitors and delivers the data needed to make decisions, impact operations and patient care – delivered how, when and where you want it.

Immediate Insight
Whether you are looking for insight into operational, surveillance, clinical or performance improvements, Continuum delivers easily accessible information that can help you turn your data into wisdom. Best of all, no reports to build. It’s that easy.

Domains and Dashboards
Continuum Domains consist of topical content and are displayed on dashboards consisting of charts and maps to provide instant visual insight. Each Domain has filtering capabilities such as timeframe, agency/department, and a variety of other adjustable criteria, in order to meet your organizational needs.

Alerts
The Monitors in Continuum analyze and track trends to provide near real-time alerts and insight to clinical or operational metrics of your choosing. You can select from our library of ImageTrend created monitors or create your own. You choose who will receive the alert, near real-time or scheduled, via text or email.

Performance Insights
Performance Insights within Continuum is a ground-breaking module that brings provider and organization level situational awareness through industry trends, clinical and operational metrics, incident specific detail and patient interactions. Simply put, it’s a report card, but it offers more value with near real-time insights that allows proactive continuous performance improvement.

Playlists
Continuum offers you the ability to create playlists featuring charts and/or maps from a variety of different Domains to be shared both internally and/or publicly for your community on monitors at your stations, offices, websites or other locations.
Predefined Analytics
Continuum delivers predefined analytics built by ImageTrend using industry-wide best practices around specific topic areas. Your data will be transformed into captivating and meaningful graphics, to deliver the awareness and actionable insights to make informed decisions. We call it Active Data Monitoring™. You will call it revolutionary.

Harnessing the Power of Data
Continuum focuses on multiple datasets such as EMS, fire, inspections, occupants, community health, patient registries, dispatch, certifications, hospitals and outcomes. The end result? Easily accessible information that can help you turn your data into wisdom, make efficient, informed decisions, impact operations and improve patient care.

A sampling of the Continuum Domains that are available include:

- **EMS**: Patient Offload Times, Overdoses, At Risk Populations, Public Health, EMS Board Reports, Clinical, Cardiac, Stroke, Trauma, etc.
- **EMS / Fire CAD**
- **Fire**: Fire Board Reports, Incident Types, Aid Given/Received, Fire Loss/Saves, Casualties, Response Performance, etc.

Join us at our annual Connect User Conference!
Connect with industry leaders and peers nationwide.
More information: ImageTrend.com/Connect